International Newsstream
The most recent news and extensive backfiles from outside of the U.S. and Canada

INTERNATIONAL NEWSSTREAM PROVIDES the most contemporary news content from outside of the U.S. and Canada with archives that stretch back decades. The comprehensive collection features newspapers, newswires, transcripts, and digital-only news sites in full-text format. Over 1,300 of the world’s top news sources such as The Times (London), The Bangkok Post, El Norte, Financial Times, The Guardian, Jerusalem Post, South China Morning Post, The Daily Telegraph, The Wall Street Journal, The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, The Times of India, and the BBC Monitoring series of publications are included in the collection.

July 17, 2021: Since 12 July 2021, several European countries have been affected by floods, some were catastrophic, causing deaths and widespread damage.

July 23, 2021: The Summer Olympics was delayed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
Why International Newsstream?

- **Best resource for major international news titles:** International Newsstream offers superior access to current, full-text newspapers with longer backfiles and more timely access to the major international news titles including *The Guardian, Financial Times, The Times* (London), *South China Morning Post, The Australian, The Daily Telegraph, The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, The Times of India, Le Monde,* and *El Mundo.* In addition, International Newsstream content also includes newswires, transcripts, and digital-only newsites. All content can be searched together or separately for maximum researcher efficiency. ProQuest offers flexible subscription options for many premier titles and Newsstream collections within International Newsstream, as well.

- **One of the most requested resources for research:** In recent analyses of overall usage and retrievals, news is the second-most retrieved type of content for researchers on the ProQuest platform, which includes journals, books, dissertations and theses, and more. With International Newsstream, researchers have access to hundreds of full-text primary source news sources.

- **Cross searchability enhances researcher output:** International Newsstream is fully cross searchable with other essential ProQuest products including the ABI/INFORM Collection, Historical Newspapers, and all other databases an institution accesses via the ProQuest platform, enhancing researcher output by providing easy access to multiple perspectives, resources, and languages relevant to their research topic. ProQuest has digitized major titles from around the globe from the first issue forward, making them conveniently available through a Historical Newspapers subscription. When combined with International Newsstream, these sources offer unrivalled coverage from earliest issues to current day.

- **Maximizes researchers’ time:** International Newsstream pairs robust searching features with detailed indexing to help researchers quickly find the news information they need as well as track news events over time or at location of origin. The indexing covers complete bibliographic information including subjects, companies, people, products, and geographic areas so that users have access to not only top news stories but also detailed information on the arts, sports, business, and popular culture. Workflow tools such as RSS/alerts, text-to-speech capability, cite, share, print, and export help make the research process flexible, thorough, and efficient. Many citation formats are available, and articles can be translated into 13 languages.

To learn more or contact us, visit